Introduction
============

What has become apparent in recent years is that the questions that biologists have about how walking is generated and controlled in animals are the same questions that any engineer or researcher must answer in order to build a functioning legged robot especially humanoid biped robots. In his review paper Ijspeert ([@B21]) explains that advancing in the fundamental understanding of the functioning of the locomotor nervous system is indispensable in the fields of robotics, biology, and medicine. As in a robot, a biological mechanical apparatus, consisting of a series of articulated legs, must produce coordinated movements allowing animal walking, even on an irregular terrain or even if damages occur to part of its body. A central command is generated and sensors allow online corrections necessary to adapt the movements to the internal or external constraints (Nadim and Manor, [@B30]; Marder and Bucher, [@B26]).

It is well-known that biological neural architectures dedicated to locomotion in animals are very complex (see Cattaert and Le Ray, [@B6] for a review of the neural organization complexity of one crayfish leg). Nevertheless, for many years, great progress has been made in the understanding of how the central nervous system works. This is the case for swimming with the lamprey spinal cord preparation (Grillner et al., [@B17]; Di Prisco et al., [@B11]; Grillner and Wallen, [@B18]). However, the questions are much more complex when addressed to walking systems for which the central neuronal networks must generate complex patterned activities and control multi-joint appendages. In the nervous systems of invertebrates (mainly insects), the organization of neural networks and sensory signals mediating coordination of multi-segmental organs for locomotion has been studied (for a review, see Büschges, [@B5]). Many neurons have been identified and their properties and synaptic contacts analyzed. Several recent trials have been made to simulate realistic simulation models of insect walking (Cruse et al., [@B8], [@B9]). For example, in the crayfish walking system, biologists have shown that the organization of the walking system is largely modular (Gill and Skorupski, [@B16]; Cattaert and Le Ray, [@B6]). Each leg is controlled by its own central neuronal network, and there are a large number of neurons for one joint articulation. Biologists have identified different types of neurons that are fundamental to produce a coherent rhythmic pattern: rhythmic neurons, premotor interneurons, and motoneurons. Motoneurons induce the muscle control signal to the muscle fibers. Rhythmic neurons can produce oscillations that are modulated by premotor interneurons. Interneurons are involved in local joint control. Some interneurons which have the role of sensory neurons measure angular position, velocity, or forces of the joint. Other interneurons coordinate interneurons. They activate monosynaptic excitatory synapses onto motoneurons of different joints and establish disynaptic inhibitory connections with antagonistic motoneurons. Most of these interneurons are non-spiking neurons.

As for neuronal connections, biologists have proved that connections among the neuronal network controlling an articular joint of a crayfish leg are of three kinds: a classical chemical synapse activated by the occurrence of a presynaptic activity (some are excitatory, others are inhibitory depending on neurotransmitter and post-synaptic receptors); a tonic chemical synapse that does not require the spike to liberate the neurotransmitter; and electrical connections described between motoneurons of the same pool between sensory terminals of the same sensory organ (Marchand et al., [@B25]) and between premotor interneurons and motoneurons.

Despite this complexity, it is possible to reduce the architecture of an articular joint of a biological neuronal network to a model that respects its fundamental properties. Mc Crea and Ryback ([@B29]) suggest an interesting neural organization in which a central pattern generator (CPG) is built with a rhythmic generator (RG) level based on oscillatory neurons, and a pattern formation (PF) circuit level based on interneurons responsible for motoneuron activation (motoneurons are connected to extensor and flexor muscles). In their architecture, the locomotor rhythm and the durations of flexor and extensor phases are determined by the RG network which controls the activity of the PF network by a combination of direct excitation and inhibition mediated by the afferent sensory inputs. Locomotion is initiated by a tonic excitatory drive signal from mesencephalic locomotor region (MLR). Indeed, the architecture of Rybak and McCrea seems very efficient to control the articulation of a robot.

Biologists have shown the fundamental role of rhythmic neurons in CPG architectures. They pointed out the four main behaviors of a biological rhythmic neuron: quiescent, plateau potentials, damped oscillating, and oscillating. For many years, artificial neural networks have been studied to control biped or other legged robot, in robotics. Many studies have focused on dynamic neural controllers based on continuous-time recurrent neural networks (CTRNN) because of their ability to be universal approximators (Beer and Chiel, [@B2]; Gallagher et al., [@B14]; Brunel, [@B3]; Vogels and Abbott, [@B35]; Beer, [@B1]). CTRNNs are also of interest in bio-inspired control, thanks to their capability to reproduce the full range of nerve cell phenomenology qualitatively. In CTRNNs (which are a type of RNN) the activities of neurons are determined by current synaptic inputs and by the history of neural states. This property allows CTRNNs to be superior to discrete time RNN models in the production of continuous sensori-motor sequences (Yamashita and Tani, [@B40]). CTRNNs make it possible to show adaptivity properties based on homeostatic plastic mechanisms (Hoinville and Henaff, [@B20]; Williams, [@B37]). Nevertheless, the neuron model used in CTRNN does not seem realistic enough for locomotion genesis because it is not an intrinsic rhythmic model. Indeed, as has shown Beer, the probability of oscillations of a CTRNN depends on the number of neurons and on certain synaptic connections.

Another well-known neuron model was suggested by Matsuoka ([@B28]). This model has been largely used for many years in locomotion especially in bipedal walking (Taga et al., [@B34]; Endo et al., [@B13]; Matsubara et al., [@B27]; Lei et al., [@B22]; Woosung et al., [@B38]). This model is more biological than the CTRNN because it takes into account the adaptation mechanism of neurons which is critical in the generation of oscillations. However, in this model, it is not easy to control its rhythmic behavior to have the four main behaviors of a biological rhythmic neuron.

To get a flexible and dynamical legs coordination to generate the ongoing motion Pitti et al. ([@B31]) show that CPGs can be seen as chaotic controllers that maintain the dynamical phase synchronization between them and the robot body dynamics. One way to achieve this aim is to use relaxation oscillators. This type of CPG models has been used frequently to control biped robots (Dutra et al., [@B12]; De Pine Filho et al., [@B10]), quadruped (Buchli et al., [@B4]; Liu et al., [@B23]), or snake robot (Conradt and Varshavskaya, [@B7]). Nevertheless, to our knowledge, the robot is often in an open-loop relative to its environment; there are no sensory neurons to improve the rhythmic activity, especially no sensory feedback from the ground. Then, from our point of view, the fundamental biological principle of sensory/motor loop that maintains the dynamical phase synchronization between the controller and the robot interacting with its environment is not respected.

The originality of this paper resides in the introduction of afferent exteroceptive and proprioceptive signals on a CPG controller based on intrinsic chaotic rhythmic neurons. The CPG follows the three levels organization of Rybak and McCrea (pattern generation level, PF level, and motor level). This architecture seems very efficient to control the articulation of a robot. Due to the number of articulations (a biped robot usually has six joints on each leg), it is much too complex to design a global neural controller of a biped robot. Nevertheless, we suggest to preliminarily study how one can control, with such kind of neurocontroller, the rhythmic pattern, and the velocity of a two-joint planar robot leg that slips on a rail. The rhythmic neuron is modeled as the one proposed by Rowat and Selverston ([@B32], [@B33]) which is a generalization of the Van der Pol\'s relaxation oscillator. This model is interesting because one single neuron is intrinsically capable to generate different kinds of oscillatory signals. Indeed, it has two state-parameters which allow to control and modify the neuron phase among the four biological cited above. RS neurons were used for the first time in a robotic locomotion problem in order to design (with genetic algorithms) neurocontrollers for various multi-legged robots (Hoinville, [@B19]). This work showed that the RS neuron model is very well suited to generate adaptive rhythmic locomotion for legged robots because it may show properties of plasticity through its parameters.

This paper is organized as follows. In the second section, the model of neuron proposed by Rowat and Selverston is briefly described and simulations that illustrate its efficiency are carried out. First, an architecture based on two RS neurons is proposed for a one-joint neurocontroller and then for a two-joint planar leg that slips on a rail. In Section ["Results and Discussion,"](#s1){ref-type="sec"} simulations show the interest of RS model: firstly, the easiness to control the rhythmic of the walking gait of the leg, and secondly the importance of ground/foot sensory feedback in the fluidity of rhythmic activity. In Section ["Conclusion,"](#s3){ref-type="sec"} conclusion and future works are presented.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Rowat--selverston rhythmic neuron model
---------------------------------------

### A reminder on RS model

Biological neurons with several ionic channels are complex, hence difficult to model. Rowat and Selverston ([@B32]) present a simple model of a neuron for which two groups of currents are identified: a fast current and a slow current, each defined by a first order differential equation. Fast current is defined by Eq. [1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"} and slow current by Eq. [2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"}.
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with τ~m~ \< τ~s~. τ~m~, is the time constant of the neuron membrane, τ~s~ is the time constant of slow currents activation. *I*~inj~, is the injected current, *V* the cellular membrane voltage, and *q* the slow current.

*F*(*V*, σ~f~), defined in Eq. [3](#E3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, is a non-linear current--voltage function for the fast current. We see in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} that the fast current shape *F*(*V*, σ~f~) can be linear (σ~f~ = 0), non-linear but bijective (σ~f~ = 1), and non-linear and non-bijective (σ~f~ = 2). *F*(*V*, σ~f~) is a fundamental part of the RS model because this function induces different behaviors for the neuron (damped oscillating, plateau potentials, or oscillating) following the value of the fast current gain, σ~f~.
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![**Effect of σ~f~ parameter on the fast current (extract from Rowat and Selverston, [@B33])**. *A*~f~ adjusts the width of the N-shape (right) without affecting the degree of N-shape.](fnbot-04-00113-g001){#F1}

Meanwhile, the steady-state value of the slow current is linear in *V*, with conductance σ~s~:
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In Eqs. [1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, *q, V*, and *I*~inj~ have the dimension of an electrical current. It means that a current is represented by enough potential to drive the current through the membrane leak conductance, *g*~L~, which is a constant. For deep mathematical study of the model please refer to (Rowat and Selverston, [@B32], [@B33]).

### Simulation and study of the cell model

Studying the equations of current for the cell model shows that the frequency of oscillation is basically determined by the value of σ~s~, and its amplitude determined by the value of *A*~f~. Moreover, if σ~f~ is reduced to σ~f~ \< 1 while σ~s~ is large enough, the cell does not oscillate anymore. However, if σ~f~ \> 1, but σ~s~ is reduced below a certain value, the model does not oscillate but shows plateau potentials.

In the following, the neuron model of Rowat and Selverston is simulated under MATLAB-Simulink. The activity of this model for different values of variables σ~s~, σ~f~, τ~s~, and τ~m~ is explained. The primary values of these variables are τ~s~ = 1 s, τ~m~ = 0.05 s, and *A*~f~ = 2. Input *I*~inj~ is a pulse of amplitude 1 and duration of 1 s. In Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (up) it can be seen that for a rather high value of σ~f~ (=2.2 in this case), but small values of σ~s~, the cell does not oscillate and shows plateau potentials. As the value of this parameter increases above one, the cell starts to oscillate, and the frequency of this oscillation is proportional to the value of σ~s~. On the other hand, if σ~s~ is large but σ~f~ small, the neuron output shows damped oscillations (see Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, bottom).

![**Activity mode and frequency w. r.t different values of σ~s~ and σ~f~**. Top: σ~f~ = 2.2 and σ~s~ ∈ \[0.05,1,2\]. Bottom: σ~f~ ∈ \[1,2,4\] and σ~s~ = 0.05 then σ~s~ = 2 and σ~f~ ∈ \[1,2,4\]. I~inj~ occurs simultaneously to each change of σ~s~ or σ~f~.](fnbot-04-00113-g002){#F2}

With different combinations values of σ~s~ and σ~f~, the neuron shows different modes of activity (quiescent, damped oscillating, plateau potentials, or oscillating). Different zones of this activity can be defined as shown in the bifurcation figure diagram of Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}.

![**Bifurcation diagram for values of σ~f~ and σ~s~**. Qsc, quiescent; Dmp, damped oscillating; Plt, plateau potentials; Osc, oscillating. τ~s~ = 1 s, τ~m~ = 0.05 s, *A*~f~ = 2.](fnbot-04-00113-g003){#F3}

This diagram has been obtained manually and through a detailed study of different combinations of values for parameters σ~f~ and σ~s~. Note that in this bifurcation study, the transition time to toggle from one activity mode to another is not taken into account. Nevertheless, one can see in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} that this time seems rather short. Therefore, the RS model allows for the simulation of the fundamental intrinsic functional properties met in biological networks which generate rhythmic gaits. In particular, it is a plastic intrinsic model through its parameters σ~f~, and σ~s~, which can be modulated by internal or external signals. In Section ["Conclusion"](#s3){ref-type="sec"} we will show that this plasticity is very efficient to produce adaptive walking gaits for legged robot.

CPG model for one joint articulation
------------------------------------

The neural architecture suggested in this paper (see Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) uses two Rhythmic Neurons, two Sensory Neurons for feedback from angular position, and two Velocity Sensory Neurons that code velocity feedback of the joint. Two cells which we call Motoneurons modulate the output of each Rhythmic Neurons depending on Sensor Neuron outputs.

![**The CPG model for one articulation**. Proprioceptive inputs come from the angular position of the articular joint. RNF and RNE are Rowat--Selverston rhythmic neurons (flexor and extensor). EMN and FMN are extensor and flexor motor neurons, ESN and FSN are extensor, and flexor sensory neurons. VFSN and VESN are the velocity extensor and flexor sensory neurons.](fnbot-04-00113-g004){#F4}

Sensory neurons are modeled as stretch receptors similar to those in (Geng et al., [@B15]; Wörgötter et al., [@B39]; Manoonpong et al., [@B24]). This is a model inspired by a sensor neuron proposed by Wadden and Ekeberg ([@B36]).

Outputs from position sensor neurons are given by:
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Where the parameter θ~ES~ limits the joint articulation to maximum angle of extension, θ~FS~ defines the minimum value of flexion and *k*~p~ = 5.

Outputs from velocity sensor neurons are given by:
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Where *k*~d~ = 5.

Like in (Wörgötter et al., [@B39]), the torque applied on the articulation is given by:
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### Simulation of 1-DOF

In this subsection, the architecture described in the previous sub-section is applied to a leg with 1-DOF, in MATLAB-Simulink (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). All simulations in this paper are in the plane.

![**Leg model for 1-DOF; weight and length of tibia are 1 kg and 0. 20 m, respectively**.](fnbot-04-00113-g005){#F5}

The leg is simulated like a pendulum, fixed on the hip and is not in contact with the ground. θ~ES,h~ and θ~FS,h~ define respectively maximum extension and flexion angles of the hip.

Drive MLR is an one pulse signal of 0.1 s that is sufficient enough to trigger the CPG. Outputs of the two motor neurons RNE and RNF are shown Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, torque and angular joint on Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}.

![**Oscillations in Rowat--Selverston-type neurons implemented in extensor and flexor joint controllers, respectively**. The output is normalized. τ~m~ = 0.05 s, τ~s~ = 1 s, τ~m~ = 0.05 s, σ~f~ = σ~s~ = 3, *A*~f~ = 5.](fnbot-04-00113-g006){#F6}

![**Commanded torque (above) and angular position (below) of joint measured by sensory neurons, θ~ES~ = 120°, θ~FS~ = 60°**.](fnbot-04-00113-g007){#F7}

It can be seen (on Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) that after a transition phase, the two motor neurons EMN and FMN oscillate in opposite phase on a stable regime. This transition is also visible on Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} takes 0.75 s. The torque applied to the hip and its angle show that, after the transition, the joint maintains in a stable behavior the defined extension and flexion angular constraints θ~ES~ = 120°, θ~FS~ = 60°. In addition, one can clearly see how the torque is synchronized to the sensory neuron. Note that this oscillation maintains itself indefinitely, which means that our CPG generates a robust limit cycle.

CPG model for one leg with two planar joints
--------------------------------------------

### Locomotion problem

In this section, the aim is to control a planar leg which slides on a rail (see Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). This leg has a punctual foot, one joint at hip level, and another on the knee. The hip is joined to an ideal rail (no friction), and slides forward by pushing the point foot on to the ground (like in skating). Thigh and tibia are both 20 cm long and weight 1 kg. The problem is similar to Wörgötter et al.'s ([@B39]) experiment, in the way that both models are in the sagittal plane and are based on sensory feedback from the ground (forces) and articular joints.

![**Leg model for two articulations**.](fnbot-04-00113-g008){#F8}

### Leg CPG model with afferent sensory inputs

To control this leg with two articulations, one CPG presented before (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) is needed for each articulation. It is necessary here to coordinate the angular movement of the knee with the hip. For this purpose, two sensory neurons are used (see Eqs [8](#E8){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [9](#E9){ref-type="disp-formula"} respectively and Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}).

![**CPG model for the knee articulation (for more clarity, the hip level is not depicted)**. Proprioceptive inputs come from the hip (θ~hip~: angular extension) and exteroceptive from the ground (CF: intensity of vertical component $\overset{\rightarrow}{\text{CF}}$ of the contact force $\overset{\rightarrow}{\text{F}}$).](fnbot-04-00113-g009){#F9}

The first one, the anterior hip sensor (AHS), measures the anterior hip angle and excites the RG level of the knee. The second, called ground contact sensor (GCS), is a force sensor neuron that senses the intensity of vertical component $\overset{\rightarrow}{\text{CF}}$ of the contact force $\overset{\rightarrow}{\text{F}}$ between the ground and the foot. GCS excites knee Rhythmic Flexor Neuron and inhibits knee Rhythmic Extensor Neuron. Outputs of AHS and GCS neurons are given by:
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These two sensory loops work as follows. As long as the hip angle is smaller than its extreme value (θ~ES,h~), the AHS fires and inhibits the knee extensor (if θ~hip~ \< θ~ES,h~, then υ~AHS~ \> 0 and inhibits the RNF). When the hip reaches its maximum extension AHS liberates the knee extensor and consequently the knee starts to extend. Meanwhile, the GCS is activated by the ground force applied to the foot as soon as the foot touches the ground GCS is activated, inhibits the knee extensor and strengthens the knee flexor. So the knee extensor neuron is inhibited, either when the foot is in contact with the ground or when the thigh is not at its maximum extension phase. Thus, an interneuron IN is introduced. It is activated if at least one of the two sensory neurons AHS and GCS is active. This neuron is defined as Eq. [14](#E14){ref-type="disp-formula"} and its output σ has a value between 0 and 1 according to its input *v*
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In case of a two legged robot, sensory neurons at hips level are also needed to coordinate the two legs. In this paper the architecture is limited to a single leg, then sensory neurons are not added to the hip and its architecture is the same as the one described in the previous Section ["Results and Discussion,"](#s1){ref-type="sec"}

Results and Discussion {#s1}
======================

In Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"} the applied torque and the correspondent angle of each joint (hip and knee) are presented.

![**From top to bottom: torque (N. m) and angle (degree) of hip and knee**. θ~ES,h~ = 105°, θ~FS,h~ = 50°, θ~ES,k~ = 90°, θ~FS,k~ = 10°.](fnbot-04-00113-g010){#F10}

As it can be seen in the second and third plots, when the hip reaches its maximum extension angle (θ~ES,h~), the extensor in the knee is activated and thus the torque applied to knee joint increases. As for one articulation, there exists a transitory phase, that lasts about 2 s, which is the time needed to stabilize the permanent rhythmic activity. The length of this temporary phase also depends on the initial position and angle. The hip rhythmic activity has the same appearance as the one in Section ["Modulation of the Rhythmic Activity"](#s2){ref-type="sec"} except frequency and amplitude that changed because of coordination setting. The rhythmic activity of the knee has the same frequency as that of the hip. In the extension phase of the knee cycle, the foot touches the ground, so the tibia stops extending before reaching its maximum extension angle θ~ES,k~ = 90.

Ground/foot contact effect on the rhythmic activity
---------------------------------------------------

Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"} compares the hip position and velocity in presence of ground contact neuron GCS (dashed lines) and without GCS (solid lines). This figure illustrates the importance of the GCS in the leg, already proven to exist in biology (Cattaert and Le Ray, [@B6]). The figure (top) shows that the movement of the hip is smoother and faster in presence of GCS. After six seconds, the distance reached by the hip on the rail is longer with GCS than without. The figure (bottom) shows that there is less variation of speed when there is a GCS sensory loop.

![**Effect of feedback from ground sensor GCS on the rhythmic activity of the leg**. Top: distance reached by the hip on the rail. Bottom: speed of the hip. Dashed lines: with GCS. Solid lines, without.](fnbot-04-00113-g011){#F11}

There are three phases in one walking cycle. From 0.8 to 1.7 s, due to the push of the foot against the ground (extension of articulations), the hip velocity on the rail increases rapidly (acceleration): and the hip slips on the rail. The maximum velocity is highest with GCS. Then, from 1.7 to 2 s, it is the swing phase of the leg. In this phase, the rapid flexion of the two articulations induces (without GCS, at around 1.3, 1.7 and 1.9 s and 1.7 s with GCS) an inverse dynamic effect which moves back the hip (negative speed) because the friction forces on the rail are low. Finally, from 2 to 2.6 s, the hip continues to slip and the foot is in contact with the ground and pushes again (positive speed). The sudden oscillation (rapid negative/positive peaks at *t* = 1.3, 1.9, 3.6 s...) are rejected with GCS. Other negative peaks (*t* = 1.7, 3.5, 5.1 s) are the same with and without GCS, because of the rapid flexion of the leg.

Figure [12](#F12){ref-type="fig"} shows that the effect of the GCS is statistically larger when the initial conditions are varied. Two hundred forty-seven initial conditions of the leg are simulated with and without the contact sensor: the hip angle is incremented from 60° to 120°, with intervals of 5° and the knee angle, with respect to the thigh, for a range of 0--90°. Simulation is run for 6 s in each case, for eight integer values of σ~s~ varying from 3 to 10. The average speed and the final position of the hip are measured. Results show that in more than 93% of the trials (red bars in Figure [12](#F12){ref-type="fig"}), the model with the contact feedback slides ahead on the rail (for some difficult trials, the leg remains blocked), while this number is a little lower for the model without GCS, yet around 90% (not depicted). The average improvement between the final position reached at *t* = 6 s in the presence of CGS is at least 20%, and can go up to 80% for certain values of σ~s~ (blue bars). There have been some cases where, without GCS, the leg does not slide ahead (difficult initial configuration), like the one depicted in Figure [13](#F13){ref-type="fig"}.

![**Statistical analysis: 247 different initial conditions of the leg for eight values of σ~s~**. Red bars: percentage of trials the model with the contact feedback slides ahead on the rail; leg is not blocked due to initial conditions. Blue bars: mean value of improvement in presence of GCS (final position with GCS/final position without GCS).](fnbot-04-00113-g012){#F12}

![**In several difficult initial conditions like this one (hip = 95°, knee = 85°), the leg does not slide ahead without GCS**.](fnbot-04-00113-g013){#F13}

All these results show that the sensory feedback improves the dynamic coordination of the leg. Therefore, the dynamical interaction between the CPGs, the robot and the environment favors rhythm production and phase synchronization as mentioned in (Pitti et al., [@B31]).

Modulation of the rhythmic activity {#s2}
-----------------------------------

Figure [14](#F14){ref-type="fig"} shows the influence of conductance σ~s~ values on the walking cycle. By increasing the value of this parameter for the four rhythmic neurons, the frequency of the walk increases.

![**Influence of σ~s~ value on the rhythmic movement of the hip: top σ~s~ = 3, bottom σ~s~ = 5**.](fnbot-04-00113-g014){#F14}

In Figure [15](#F15){ref-type="fig"}, at time t = 3 s, the value of this parameter decreases from 5 to 0.5, so that the activity mode of the motor neurons change from oscillatory to plateau potentials. This switch in activity mode stops the sliding of the leg.

![**Control of the walking pattern due to change in value of σ~s~ from 5 to 0. 5 at time *t* = 3 s**.](fnbot-04-00113-g015){#F15}

These last two simulations show that the walking cycle can easily be controlled by the modulation of a single parameter in rhythmic neurons of the proposed architecture of Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}, and then stops the robot walking.

Note that the transition from one walking gait to another is continuous and stable because of the robustness of the Rowat--Selverston neuron model. Hence, it is logical to assume that this modulation can be applied from a high-level controller to modify, for example, the desired velocity of the legged robot.

Figure [16](#F16){ref-type="fig"} shows the walk on an uneven terrain, for values of σ~s~ that increase robot velocity. Three vertical stairs appear between *t* = 4 and 8 s. This simulation clearly shows the robustness of the neural controller. Indeed, the rhythmic pattern is not much disturbed, the velocity decreases, and the neural CPG finds a normal rhythmic activity when the ground level is 0 cm at *t* = 8 s.

![**Control of the walking pattern on an uneven terrain for σ~s~ = 10 (dashed black) and σ~s~ = 20 (solid blue)**. At time *t* = 4 s a vertical up stair of 7 cm appears (ground is at +7 cm), at *t* = 6 s, a vertical down stair of 4 cm appears (ground is at +3 cm), at *t* = 8 s, a vertical down stair of 3 cm appears (ground is at 0 cm).](fnbot-04-00113-g016){#F16}

Compared to Figure [14](#F14){ref-type="fig"}, for σ~s~ = 20 the speed is three times greater than for σ~s~ = 5.

Conclusion {#s3}
==========

This paper presents and reproduces the functioning mechanism of a neural CPG architecture based on Rowat and Selverston neuron. First, we have shown that this model can be easily used to produce a controllable walking gait by modulation of the single conductance parameter σ~s~ of each rhythmic neuron. The proposed CPG architecture is based on fundamental biological principles consisting of rhythmic level, PF level, proprioceptive, and exteroceptive sensory loops. Second, through simulations, we have shown that the ground force sensory feedback has an important role in the quality of the rhythmic activity.

Future work will be to extend this architecture to a biped robot for which the modulation of a membrane neuron conductance could create adaptive locomotion. For this purpose, this parameter must be modulated with respect to external parameters of the robot, such as contact forces of each foot, as well as internal properties, like coordination between the legs and balance.
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